
BERT JACOBS CV

Bert Jacobs is a multi-disciplinary artist working in the field of installation-art, sculptures,
drawings, video, prints, multiples and editions. Bert Jacobs {b.1987, Turnhout, Belgium} lives
and works in Brussels, Belgium.

Central to his work, and continuously through these different expressions, is an interest in
the mechanisms of memory and intuition, the nature of imagination, collecting, storytelling
and spatial experience.

“For example for the installation ‘Greenhouse’ Plan B asked me to create a small
intervention in the village’s public space. It’s in the heart of the countryside, which reminded
me of an abandoned garden I bumped into during my travels in Spain. I wanted to recreate
this garden, to create a space where nature can just grow and people can come and
observe it. This led to me building a greenhouse, with a lot of windows I collected.3

Built from reclaimed windows, this peculiar shelter was a cross between sprawl and
coordinated growth, a forgotten place where nature could take over. Due to a minimum of
maintenance, this installation tested its maximum span and raison d'être. Gradually this
overgrown vegetable garden became a mini jungle, subject to the seasons and the time. The
evolution of this construction could be followed during various editions of the PLAN B arts
festival.
Bert's practice often takes the form of collaborations, he sometimes acts as a curator, or
initiates happenings, parties, festivals, music and performance, in which the work of art
covers the totality of the experience.

Every piece of work is like a story or a memory. These can be of something tangible or of a
situation. My art is mostly about creating images and experiences.

I like the kind of dialogue between coincidence —how things just come together– and how
that creates meaning. There is an ambivalence between control and letting go, tumult and
structure.”

In 2010 he received his Master degree in Fine Arts at School of Arts in Gent. In that year he
set up Villa Drashhoek: an experimental artist-run-space. Villa Drashhoek explored the
possibilities of a cabinet of curiosities as a platform for artistic interventions, music and
experimental actions till 2010.
From 2010 till 2015 Bert Jacobs was actively part of Renold Summer Session, a collective in
Brussels that organised a series of happenings, performances and parties in Brussels.
Together with Charlotte van Buylaere and Godart Bakkers he co-founded in 2017 Bureau
d’Alimentation, a collective that organizes ‘curated-dinners’.

Jacobs´ work has been exhibited at different places in Europe: Cinema Art House
Domnakinoto Sofia; Bulgarian Embassy, Helsinki; Hypercorps, Brussels; Cinema Kosmos,
Plovdiv; Noplace, Oslo; Air Antwerpen; KunstWerke Berlin; basis e.v. Frankfurt am Main;
KIOSK, Gent; among others.



An abandoned greenhouse, made with recycled windows and doors. The evolution from a
vegetable garden to a mini-jungle, can be observed during the course of time.
Plan B, Bekegem, 2016, permanent sculpture





ELDORADO TV (2019), Jacobs & Leinonen
Site-specific open air-cinema
Live music soundtrack to accompany screening
A unique celebration of the sun, watched from Alyosha Victory Hill, Plovdiv.

°°°
Shapeshifters, 41°, sweat and hyperventilation. High-tech meltdown. An impossible

love-affair. Uptempo beats, drums and hypnotising melodies. A catastrophic event. And a
live music soundtrack.

"TV Eldorado, or Clarinet Ivan and the Weddingband'' is a 2019 film made by
Jacobs&Leinonen. The story, set in Bulgaria, revolves around a group of strangers who sign

up for a mission in search of the lost Thracian gold.

Soon after the adventure kick-starts, the unexpected happens.

"TV Eldorado, or Clarinet Ivan and the Weddingband" is a movie based on local myths, facts
and imagination. A picture-show about friendship and confusion; quoting Socrates, Cocteau,

Schopenhauer and many others.

TV Eldorado, starring Chevalier Louis de Jaucourt, Sancho Pancho and a Guru hooked on
magical rituals, unwillingly exploring parallel universes. Will we ever see these

cosmic-dancers again?

“The story is not at all ‘true’ and everything in it is, in fact, a complete and utter lie.”

°°°



Devil Hotel, a participatory performance,in collaboration with Helen Aleksandrova, in which
the audience was directed to act on a movie-set of a surreal gala-event.

This happening took place in different spaces (garden party, dining room and ballroom) of
the Geeraard the Devil Castle; a 13th century gothic architecture building in Ghent.

photos © Matthias Yzebaert, Yart.be, 2019



Cape Horn Fever is a multimedia installation, created in situ, by Ailsa Cavers (UK) and Bert
Jacobs (BE) with a video contribution made by Roger Claessens (BE).

In this exhibition everyday objects are explored, such as sanded drywall boards that act as
pedestals as much as an artwork, wood mouldings are assembled to become a mantelpiece,
clay blocks are passed through a chip cutter to become corals.

Hypercorps, Brussels, 2016



Drywall Repair, a series of deconstructed camper-pieces, tape and bullet holes, 2017

The camper is a reinvention of a mobile house, evoking the idea of safety and comfort while
travelling. With the idea of deconstructing such a definition, the artist destroys the camper by
cutting it into pieces, turning it into abstract ready-made sculpture, but leaving identifiable
traces of the camper, reflectors, door hangers, etc.

The shooting on the target was sort of the training session orchestrated by the artist. 12
Federal Police Special Units, using semi automatic Glock, 9 mm shot the panel. Due to the
psychological resistance to the imposed authority of the artist, or the lack of shooting skills,
many bullets missed the target. The 12 policemen were shooting simultaneously at the
target and the error remained ano-nymous, not imposing any responsibility for missing the
target.

The performance then becomes a playground for obedience and disobedience; for error and
concentration.



CV

STUDIES

2008 - 2009 Master Fine Arts, School of Arts, Gent, BE
2005 - 2008 Bachelor Fine Arts, School of Arts, Gent, BE

SELECTED EXHIBITIONS

2021 The Land of the Confused, KOMPLOT Brussels, BE
2020 Generation Brussels, Brussels Gallery Weekend, Brussel, BE
2020 Stripper — Clown, performance at Horst Festival, Restaurant Club, Brussel, BE
2020 What’s Cooking, good Looking, performance with Helena Aleksandrova, Circle1 Berlin, DE
2019 Encountered Error, Société, Brussel, BE
2019 TV ELDORADO, series of video-performances with Ari-Pekka Leinonen, Plovdiv2019, BG
2019 Devil Hotel, duo exhibition with Helena Aleksandrova, Yart, Gent, BE
2019 NIGHT SHIFT from dusk till dawn, De Studio, Antwerpen, BE
2019 “Eldorado” and “Kivikasa”, group-show with Ari-Pekka Leinonen & Saku Kämäräinen,
Bulgarian Embassy, Helsinki, FIN
2018 STOCK#10, duo exhibition with Simon Masschelein, Stock, Gent, BE
2016 White Finger, solo exhibtion, Hofke van Chantrijne, Oud-Turnhout, BE
2016 Cape Horn Fever, duo exhibition with Ailsa Cavers, Hypercorps, Brussels, BE
2015 Wine Bottles and Dildos, duo exhibition with Gabriela Forzelius, Noplace, NO
2014 A breeze made the treetops sigh, Kunstwerke, Berlin, DE
2011 WAS IST WAS, solo exhibition, CC De Schakel, Waregem, BE
2011 Camping, solo exhibition, Galerij SASK, Turnhout, BE

PROJECTS

>> 2018 - 2020 Bureau d’Alimentation, a curatorial program with a series of events about food and
art,
Netwerk Aalst, KVS, Air Antwerpen, BE
>> 2014 Air River Bar: Bert Jacobs, MIDNIGHT3000, Antwerpen, BE
AIR RIVER BAR is an evening in the lock-keepers house with a focus on an exhibition or arts
organisation, initiated and organized by an artist.
>> 2013 Limbo Variations, artists: James Becket and Siet Raeymaekers, curated by Bert Jacobs and
Louise Osieka, Het Paviljoen, Gent, BE
>> 2010 - 2015 Renold Summer Sessions, Renold is a gallery and performance space in the centre of
Brussels, BE
>> 2008 - 2010 Rariteitenkabinet Villa Drashhoek, artistic director. Rariteitenkabinet Villa Drashhoek
was a temporary artists-run nonprofit organisation. In Villa Drashhoek we explored the possibilities of
a cabinet of curiosities as a platform for artistic interventions, music and experimental actions.

RESIDENCIES



2018 ADATA Air, Plovdiv2019, Bulgaria
2017 Het Entrepot, Brugge, BE
2017 Dusangneuf Osangsett (The Word Magazine), Brussel, BE
2015 Nordic Artists Centre, Dale i Sunnfjord, NO
2014 AIR Antwerpen, BE
2014 Kulturbunker Frankfurt am Main, DE
2014 KunstWerke Berlin, DE
2013 Emiel van Dorenmuseum Genk, BE
2012 WARP Artist Village, C-mine Genk, BE

AWARDS & GRANTS

2015 Nominated for Grote Prijs Tekenkunst stad Ronse, BE
2011 Nominated for Grote Prijs Tekenkunst stad Ronse, BE
2010 Laureaat Frappant Xpo, Antwerpen, BE
2009 Laureaat KASK Legaat Charles Deleu, Gent, BE
2009 Awarded a Grant for Villa Drashhoek, Gent, BE


